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Épreuve de se tion européenne
False positive paradox
When someone takes a medi al test, the result is said to be:

•

a

true positive

•

a

true negative

if the test is negative and the person is healthy;

•

a

false positive

if the test is positive but the person is healthy;

•

a

false negative

if the test is positive and the person is infe ted;

if the test is negative but the person is infe ted.

The false positive paradox is a statisti al result where false positive tests are more probable than true
positive tests, o

urring when the overall population has a low in iden e of a

ondition and the in iden e

rate is lower than the false positive rate.
The probability of a positive test result is determined not only by the a

ura y of the test but by the

hara teristi s of the sampled population. When the in iden e (the proportion of those who have a given
ondition) is lower than the test's false positive rate, even tests that have a very low
false positive in an individual

han e of giving a

ase will give more false than true positives overall.

So, in a so iety with very few infe ted people  fewer proportionately than the test gives false positives
 there will a tually be more who test positive for a disease in orre tly and don't have it than those who
test positive a

urately and do. The paradox has surprised many.

Imagine running an HIV test on a population A, in whi h 1 person in 10,000 is infe ted. The test has
a false positive rate of 0.0004 and no false negative rate. The expe ted out ome of a million tests on this
population would be:

•

100 people would re eive a true positive;

•

400 people would re eive a false positive.

Only 100 of the 500 total people with a positive test result are a tually infe ted.

So, the probability of

being infe ted after you are told the test is positive is only 20% for a test that otherwise appears to be
over 99.95% a

urate.
Adapted from

"False positive paradox", Wikipedia

Questions
1. Explain with your own words the dieren e between a true and false positive test. Whi h of the two
results is

onsidered an error?

2. In the above example, explain the numbers 100 and 400 of people re eiving true and false positive
tests.
3. Why is the test said to be

"over 99.95%" a

4. Imagine you run a test having the same
are infe ted.

urate?

hara teristi s on a population B in whi h 200 out of 10,000

What is the expe ted out ome of a million tests on this population, and what is the

probability of being infe ted after you are told the test is positive?

"The probability of a positive test result is determined not only by the a ura y
of the test but by the hara teristi s of the sampled population".

5. Explain the senten e
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